operation: abm
TOP-SECRET TRICKS TO CREATING
CONTENT FOR YOUR TARGET ACCOUNTS
Whether you're just starting to investigate an account-based marketing (ABM)
strategy or are a well-trained expert, you still have to drive awareness and
engagement with today's bombarded buyers. You may have used content in
other marketing missions, but with a few key techniques, you can create scalable
content that supports your ABM programs across the entire customer lifecycle.
YOUR MISSION: Create personal and relevant content that sustains the awareness
and engagement of your target accounts.

do what every good agent does
KNOW THE WHO, WHAT, AND WHEN

Who are your key personas?

What do they care about?

Identify the specific teams and

Understand what your target buyers

people within your target accounts

care about during different stages

to understand how to reach

of their journey. What questions

them. Find out who is the user,

do they have as they progress

influencer, and decision-maker.

toward purchase? What pain points
are they trying to solve? What

Spymaster Tip: Understand

motivates them?

When do different types
of content work best?
Different types of assets perform
better at different stages of the
journey. Maybe it’s a blog in
the early stage, a buying guide in
the middle, and a third-party review
in the late stage.

what visuals your target buyer
will identify with.

review past files and cases:
use them to your advantage
COMPLETE A CONTENT AUDIT

Before you start creating original content to support your
ABM strategy, take inventory of the content you have.
This will save time in executing the overall operation.

?
Catalog

Categorize

Identify

Understand

content you have

content based on

content that works

where there are

that works in its

account, persona,

for different targets,

content gaps that

current form.

and lifecycle stage.

with an update to

you need to fill.

copy, art, or stats.

get close to your target
GIVE THEM WHAT THEY WANT

Increase engagement by creating and delivering tailored content
specific to your prospect’s industry and job function.

82% of prospects value content made

67% of prospects value content created

for their specific industries.1

for their specific job functions.1

PRO TOOLS:

Put Your Skills to the Test
Regardless of your background
research and targeting, the
best way to see if a piece of
content works for your target
Matrix: Map out what content or

Editorial Calendar: Document

message you will use to reach your

the creation of new assets while

target accounts every step of the way.

considering your priorities. For
example, prioritize a personalized,

Assignments: Determine who will
write the content: your team, an internal
expert, or a freelancer/agency.

late-stage message to a target
account over a personalized,

buyer and target account
is to test it. Testing will give
you a clear picture of what
messages, visuals, and formats
resonate most with your target
accounts and buyers.

early-stage message.

your mission summary

Turn a generic topic into an insightful

Give practical tips to your

industry-specific piece.

customers about how they can be
successful within their own careers.
Use customer interactions to
help continuously improve your
targeting efforts. Create content
in a few formats so it works
best on the primary distribution
channel and across other channels.

Appeal to your prospects with

Try A/B testing to identify

purposefully chosen visuals.

what works best.

BY CREATING A SCALABLE CONTENT CREATION PROCESS
FOR YOUR ABM STRATEGY, YOU’LL ALIGN YOUR CONTENT
TO YOUR PROSPECTS MORE CLOSELY, AND YOU’LL BE
READY TO RUN AN EFFECTIVE ABM STRATEGY.

mission accomplished
Sources:
“A Recipe for Lean Account-Based Marketing”, 2015, Marketo
Marketing Sherpa

